
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Three Laws of Performance 
Rewriting the Future of Your Organization 

Vanto Group’s proprietary methodology allows for dramatic and 
sustainable shifts in organizational performance.  

 

You will gain access to:  

• The critical factors that drive team performance   
• Hidden assumptions that limit organizational velocity   
• Authentic organizational alignment and coordinated action  
• The language of high performance and how to apply it   
• The tools to have your vision sustained over time and owned by 

others throughout your organization    

The Three Laws of Performance Rewriting the Future of Your 
Organization is designed for organizational teams seeking a 
competitive edge.   

 
Dates  :   November 19, 20 and 21, 2019  
Times  :   9.00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.  
Location :   Movenpick Hotel, Sukhumvit 15 Bangkok, Thailand 
Tuition  :   ฿ 48,000 per person  
                        (฿ 10,000 non re-fundable deposit) 
                          Minimum 3 people/team 
 
 
 
 

Seating is limited. Early registration is recommended. Price includes 
course materials, lunch and refreshments. 

 To register, please contact Nart-anong (Oar) 
Email: nartanong@vantogroup.com 
Mobile: +66 (0)61 656 5958 

  

“What greatly impressed me with 
regard to Vanto Group process and 
technology is that it has a way of 
actually giving people hands-on 
access to altering the culture of an 
organization. ” 
 

 
 

Michael C. Jensen,  
Professor of Business Administrations, 

Emeritus Harvard Business School 
 

 
 
“The Facilities team spent five months 
working on a project where we were 
coached by Vanto Group. Before 
working with Vanto Group, we talked 
about doing things for years. We 
knew what we should do but we 
either didn’t dare to take action or just 
couldn’t get started. People would 
think from their own agenda with no 
synergy as a team.  
 
After working with Vanto Group, we 
stopped complaining, found a way 
forward and just did it. We are 
sharing ideas, and quickly get to 
solutions. We are now communicating 
effectively and we understand each 
other. Moral is higher and we are 
supporting one another. Everyone in 
our team has transformed their 
leadership.” 
  

                                        Visit Vamvanij,MD   
                         Director of Siriraj Hospital 

 
“Vanto Group's program is unlike 
any other leadership development 
program I have encountered during 
my long career as a Human 
Resources professional. Using the 
Three Laws of Performance as a 
framework, we were able to access 
truly new ways of perceiving 
problems and being leaders.”  
   
   
 

Chris Peck  
Vice President of HR, UPS 

 
 
 
 

Ready for Breakthrough Performance? 
 
 
 
 

A three-day event designed for executives and/or organizational leaders 
to explore what is really possible in achieving unprecedented results. 

Grounded in the best-selling book, The Three Laws of Performance, 
the event is designed for attendees to apply this cutting-edge 
approach in their current business environments.  


